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I. INTRODUCTION
It is easy to qualitatively assert that network latency is important for players of highly interactive, online multiplayer games. It is not so easy to quantify this latency sensitivity in a way that is useful to online game service providers who are trying to adequately provision their service. This paper contributes some quantitative bounds to such discussions.
In early 2001 we placed two Quake 3 [l] servers at different locations on the Internet, and instrumented them to gather median latency information on every player who played over a multi-month period [2]. Comparison of server logfiles showed an active yet distinct player population on each server, and the median latency distributions suggest players actively prefer Quake 3 servers less than 150 to 180 milliseconds from the player's location. Quake 3 is often played as a multiplayer, Internet-based, highly interactive 'fist person shooter" game. Although Quake 3 is nowhere near as popular as games such as Half4fe:CounterStrike
[3], we believe our results provide a useful ball-park indicator of latency sensitivity for this class of highly interactive online games.
U.RFLATED WORK To the best of our knowledge there has been no other published work on the latency sensitivity of Quake 3 games. A preliminary latency sensitivity study of Half-Life in 2001 concluded that network latency was less important than vagaries in the latencies induced by applicationhost behaviors and the relative delays between players on the same server [41. A more recent 2002 study of latency sensitivity for Warcraft3 found that players could tolerate substantial fractions of a second in network latency [SI.
Other work in the area of online games has tended to focus on modeling of network and user behaviors [61[71[81[91 rather than latency sensitivity per se.
IILMETHODOLOGY
Key to this study is the use of two distinct Quake 3 servers that appeared (to potential players) as essentially identical except for their apparent latency. The servers themselves were placed at quite different locations on the Internet -Palo Alto, USA and London, UK (roughly 147 milliseconds apart) -in order to ensure a decent spread in the pool of players attracted to each server. Each server then kept a log of every player's IP address and joining, playing, and leaving times. While playing, the server's perception of latency ('ping'we to each client was logged every time the client's player killed another player, was killed by another player, or picked up an object in the game.
Apparently Zdentical Servers
To understand how we made the servers appear identical it is important to understand the two key methods by which players locate and select Quake 3 game servers. First, all public Quake 3 servers register their existence with master servers nm by idsoftware (the developers of Quake3). Players then use either the in-game server selection tool or a 3" party application such as GameSpy3D [lo] to search the list of current servers.
Players are presented with only limited information ahout each server , e.g. the server's name (arbitrarily assigned by the server administrator and unrelated to the server's IP address), the number of players on the server , additional descriptive information provided by the server administrator and a current estimate of the 'ping' time to that server. The potential player is provided with no method for evaluating the topoogical significance of any game server's IP address (which, aside from the latency, is the only other piece of information by which the two servers would look different).
We arranged for our two servers to offer the exact same map sequence, map time limits, frag (kill) limits, player number limits, and almost identical (yet relatively meaningless) server names -'BLRSVR DM 6 map cycle"
and 'BLRSVW DM 6 map cycle': Both servers had an additional server variable (visible with GameSpy3D) claiming the server was located in 'Palo Alto, California': We also ran 2 'bots'(computer-generated players) on each 0-7803-7788-5/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE.server to attract players. To minimise any influence on player choice the bots had the same names on each server.
In the end, potential players were left with apparent current latency (as reported by their client or GameSpy3D application) as the only meaningful differentiator between our two servers.
The Actual Servers
The Quake 3 servers were located 147 milliseconds apart in Palo Alto, Calfornia (USA) and London (UK) ( Figure I ). Both servers were configured as follows: The London server ran from May 29 to September 12, 2001 and saw 4232 unique clients who accumulated a total of 77 @ays played0131 clients accumulated more than 2 hours total playing time during this period.
Our servers were frequented reasonably consistently across the trial period. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show how the @ays playedqthe cumulative time played by every player) increased consistently over the period of OUI test (aside from three short server outages in London).
Uniqueness of clients
Although every client has an ASCII playemame, they have no guarantee of uniqueness. Client IF' addresses are also subject to variations within a range if a player@ ISP assigns different IP addresses each time the client dials-up each day (so counting by IP address alone could result in over-counting unique clients). 
Collecting Ping Times
The serve-perception of latency (PngQtime to each client was logged every time the client@ player killed another player, was killed by another player, or picked up an object in the game. Clients who accumulated less than IO ping samples per game were removed from the analysis.
N.RESULTS
The CNX of our results is the cumulative distribution of median ping times shown in , which reflects each player@ median ping counted at the end of each game (in other words, @edian ping per player per game9
We believe that a player returning to play again is correlated with their satisfaction with their game experience, so captures the rate at which increased latency sours the playe-game experience.
A game-hosting service provider should be most interested in the tolerance of their most demanding customers, so it is reasonable to pay closer attention to the rate at which active players come back to servers. For each server there are two plots -one marked "1o"where we excluded players who picked up less than IO items per minute, and the other marked 'I%hich includes all players who picked up at least 1 item per minute. (The number of items picked up per minute is taken to be indicative of how actively the player is actually involved in the game. As noted above, players who accumulated less than 10 ping samples in a game were not counted for that game.) 
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Figure 4. Cumulative median ping per player per game
The California and London curves are fairly similar. Considering the minimal activity (at least one item per minute) curves fnst, we see that 80% of the player-games on the Californian server were played hy clients with a ping of less than 196 millisecouds. The equivalent threshold on the London server was approximately 210 milliseconds. Timed Day (Californian time)
Figure 5. Daily playing time cycle for each server
When we consider only players who picked up at least 10 items per minute (reasonably active) the 80% thresholds drop to 158 milliseconds (Calfornian server) and 182 millieseconds (London server). If we take a slightly more aggressive stance and looked at the latency helow which 70% of the player-games occurred, the tolerance would drop further to roughly 120 and 148 milliseconds respectively.
V . A N A L Y S I S
It might be argued that our results only prove that the Internet itself is hounded at a radius of something like 300-350 milliseconds. Therefore it is important to see evidence We think there is enough evidence of regional and topological locality in the player populations of each server to justify treating the curves in as indicative of selfselection based on a serverQlatency to theslient.
Why is this important
It is easy to qualitatively assert that latency sensitivity is important for players, and therfore is important for service providers who wish to understand how best to position their servers and market possible @r-feeQame services in the future. The contribution of this paper is to provide some quantitative bounds to such a discussion. Armed with a network radius of around 150-180 milliseconds a service provider can place their game servers at optimal locations on the Intemet relative to their target player market. Alternatively, if server placement is constrained by other business considerations, a @hdius@n milliseconds can help a service provider more accurately identify their likely customers and target advertising and support appropriately.
Our server logs also allow us to see the importance of latency in a quite dramatic manner. Qualitatively it is obvious that players with lower latency fare better. Figure 8 suggests more quantitatively that players with 45 milliseconds median ping were averaging 1 frag (kill) per minute more than a player with 200 millisecond median ping. Given games running tens of minutes, this represents a not-insignificant impact on a playemgame experience. network jitter is to the game playing experience. It could be argued that higher latencies are associated with longer network paths between clients and server, and thus also equate to paths with greater jitter. Further work is needed to evaluate how sensitive fast, interactive online games are to jitter as distinct from absolute latency. A similar case can be made for investigating the sensitivity of our results to packet loss rates, which were also not measured.
VI.CONCLUSIONS This paper provides a preliminary estimate of latency sensitivity amongst players of highly interactive, online multiplayer games such as Quake 3. Such quantitative estimates will become more valuable as @r feeOgame service providers try to understand where their gameplaying customer base is located, or where best to locate their game servers for maximum customer satisfaction.
Two Quake 3 servers were inshumented to track their players and playemping times over a period of months, and the results used to estimate a typical playem tolerance to network latency. The servers were placed 147 milliseconds apart and in different timezones -Calfomia and London. Both servers were configured identically, and advertised themselves to the Quake 3 online community as being both in Palo Alto, Calfomia. The only distinguishing feature from a playerQperspective would be the ping time to each server.
The Californian server ran from May 17 to August 18, 2001 and saw 5290 unique clients who accumulated a total of 164 @ays played0338 clients accumulated more than 2 hours total playing time during this period. The London server ran from May 29 to September 12, 2001 and saw 4232 unique clients who accumulated a total of 77 @ays played0131 clients accumulated more than 2 hours total playing time during this period.
The player populations of each server were seen to be distinct, based on playing times being similarly cyclical on a daily and weekly basis yet phase shifted 8 hours relative to each other (the timezone difference between California and London). Analysis of the client IF' addresses confirmed each server appealing to clients whose ISPs were closer topologically and geographically.
We plotted the cumulative distribution of median-ping per player per game as an indication of how frequently each server was visited as a function of experienced latency.
Given that the player populations appear to have conciously self-selected based on ping times, we feel comfortable that our results suggest players prefer servers less than 150 to 180 millieseconds away. Other things being equal, players will migrate away from servers outside this range.
Additional work is required to further understand and quantify the impact of network jitter to a playem online experience.
